The simplest measure of impact is the parent who leaves with a job, able to support and inspire her child. You’ll find such stories inside these pages. Watch that happen, over and over, and you understand why service clubs like the Soroptimists and Rotarians joined in this fiscal year to raise funds for our programs; why so many volunteers pitched in to teach or tutor or set up for graduation; why local governments support the work; and why philanthropists are investing in this success. Together, we experienced the impact on the lives of working families.

FY2007-08 included our 25th Job Training and Placement Class, more than 500 participants served in our evening Technology Center, and the pilot of our Do-It-Yourself Tax Assistance. These are not easy times here in Eastern Contra Costa County, and the demand for our services rose steadily through the year, up to a high of 108 individuals who submitted applications for the 20 open positions in our May class. We are committed to meeting that need. This year, we created a CD Toolkit of Job Training and Placement Program documentation, setting the stage for our own expansion or the replication of our program by others, like the LIFT3 Support Group in Solano County. With the help of the Stanford Alumni Consulting Team and the Antioch Chamber of Commerce, we surveyed local employers to determine their hiring needs. Together, we are planning for the future, inspired by those who have such a commitment to improving their lives and grateful to be a part of their path.

Alissa Friedman
Executive Director
We offer our gratitude to the donors, funders, and contracting agencies who financially support our mission of fighting poverty by helping low-income adults gain the skills and confidence to support themselves and their families.
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- Anne Soule
- Ashoo Vaid

**Supporter ($1-$99)**
- Lucia Arias
- Rich Bedany
- Fran Biderman
- Jane Bolton
- Joann Buchanan
- Debra Cabraza
- Will Casey
- Renata Chase
- Paulette Cochrane
- Brian Collins
- Liz and Conrad Corbett
- Su Cordero
- Vicky DeYoung
- Mary Erbez
- Annie Gardiner
- George and Darlene Gayler
- Rhonda Goodsheer
- Sally Gray
- Bobby Gruela and Sherry Martija
- Debra Haney
- Margarethe Harper
- Mary Lou Helix
- Hal Hershey
- Elvie Houston
- Molly Hoyt
- Esther Jakel
- Florence James
- John and Linda Kane
- Sue and Bill Kidd
- Steven Lassig
- Daniel Leach
- David and Mary Lillievand
- Barbara Madick
- Renée McCarty
- Mary McNinn
- Josie Monaghan
- Thomas Morris
- Habibullah Nawid
- Joe & Dorothy Nicholson
- Myron & Betty Nicholson
- Gail Offer-Brown
- Lisa Olsen
- Darlene Pagano
- Sharon Peterson
- Lee and Carolin Pezzola
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- James Scott
- John and Carol Slatten
- Linda Sjoberg
- Luanna Snider
- Connie Stanley
- Robin and Donald Stevens
- Maureen and Mike Wilhelm
- Frances and Steve Wallace
- Doug and Gloria Watson
- Janet and David Van Etten

**In-Kind**
- Dan and Carol Altward
- Brian Amador
- Melissa Andrews
- Keith and Iris Archuleta
- Laurel Barth
- Jeff Berretta
- Nancy Birchland
- George and Anne Birdsong
- Ned Bogle
- Sarah Broom
- Janet Brown
- Kathy and Bob Burke
- Brianne Burkman
- Dolores Cakebread
- Kathleen Carr
- Katy Carrel and Joyce Dean
- Bob Cascardo
- Maria Chacon
- Doug Chang
- Nathan Clark
- Angie Coffee
- Sharon Cohen
- Jane and Bill Collett
- Susan and Don Couch
- Joseph De Sano
- Tony Dudum
- Sheila Duggan
- Janey Edwards
- Pam and John Elliott
- Ross Forman
- David Fraser
- Alissa Friedman and Victoria
- Herzog
- Dan Garcia
- Nancy Gates
- Sue and Steve George
- Jesse Golden and Sara Tuttle
- Greg Gonsalves
- Ernie Guerrero
- Mary Hafner
- Mary Jane Hargrove
- Mark Heptig
- Donald Hoyt
- Joseph Jackson
- Jenny Jennings
- Susan Jeter
- Kelli Jew
- Linda Johnson
- Carrie Jones
- Tim and Beth Joyce
- Miguel Juarez
- Rick Kaiser
- Jack Kennedy
- Julia Kitay
- Mike Kristoff
- Steven Lassig
- Kathy Leahy

**Advocate ($100-$249)**
- Gary Beitch
- Lesia & Michael Bell
- Susan Bolla
- Betty Brotherton
- Janet Brown
- Dennis and Billie Burkman
- Robert Calkins
- Jim and Dianne Chandler
- Kelly Coll
- Val Davis
- Monique Doryland
- Ivan and Rose Elizondo
- Norma Evans
- Tracey and Glenn Farrell
- Jo Faciona
- Tamara Friedman
- Richard and Ramona Frink
- Ron Fugazzi
- Jack and Lane Golden
- Marc and Dana Grisham
- Jean Harris
- Barbara Hollenbach
- Myrna Johnson
- Kevin Kaster
- Karon and Michael Kennedy
- Ramona Kennon
- Phil and Kitty Lemos
- Alan Mac
- Ed Manwell
- David and Karla Massie
- Robin and Bill McDaniel
- Bob and Sally McHaffey
- Erika Miller
- Lynne Nicodemus
- Wendi Robbins
- Michelle and John Siegfried
- Aaron Silva
- Anita and Stanley Soule
- Emma Stafford
- Janet and Ramsay Thomas
- Catherine and Sandy Warren
- Mark and Barbara Wille
- Alma Williams
- Patty Wintroath
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What I’ve enjoyed the most about my experience is the dedication of staff and the commitment of the clients to gaining the skills to improve their lives and support their families.

-- Keith Archuleta, Board Chair

“A NEW CHANCE”

Johnnetta Gay, above, has been in her dream job working with pregnant teens and women in the Black Infant Health Program with Brighter Beginnings for almost two years. But her journey to self-sufficiency was not easy.

A teen mother at 17, Johnnetta struggled to stay in school while raising her son and taking care of her ill mother. Eventually, she dropped out of school and supported her family through welfare.

When she stumbled across Opportunity Junction, Johnnetta immediately loved the personal feel and attention of the small classes and quickly blossomed. “I was able to take on a leadership role in her class,” Johnnetta remembers, “and Life Skills gave me a chance to open up and get my confidence back. Opportunity Junction gave me the confidence to know I could get my dream job — to pick a goal and go for it,” Johnnetta says. “I love my position, but what I really love is being able to refer new people to Opportunity Junction to share in a wonderful experience.”

Volunteers

Bob Allen • Katheryn Allen-Katz • Rochelle Alpert • Carol Altway • Rory Ansel • Mylene Aplado • Iris Archuleta • Mary Jane Arnold • Marcus Ashley • Delores Azlin • Shannon Batok • Ed Best • Nora Bollhagen • Lisa Booker • Michael Boykin • Sarqueta Branch • Pat Brennan • Mary Ellen Bruccato • LuAnne Bruner • Donald Buchanan • Brianna Burkman • Tammy Cabading • Jules Campbell • Charmaine Canales • Leandra Carrillo • Lavar Castle • Jason Cavallaro • Blanca Cetin • Maria Chacon • Jay Chen • Kirk Christensen • Jane Collett • Krissy Collet • Denise Conley • Rose Creemans • Al Davis • Eric De La Cerna • Bob Deloso • John Dilkes • Courtney Diputado • Mark Drevno • Hank Edwards • Jennifer Eekhof • Abby Elliott • Pam Elliott • Mary Erbez • Sandra Fajardo • Valerie Fee • Ryan Fernandes • Leo Fontana • Vince Forte • Alissa Friedman • Debbie Friesen • Dan Garcia • Mario Garza • Natalie Georgia • Jinnat’e Glasper • Jessica Gomez • Rhonda Goodbeer • Gordon Gravelle • Jennifer Harger • Liz Harris • Mike Harris • Lynette Hart • Jimmy Hathaway • Diane Head • Gloria Holbrook • Matt Holbrook • Alicia Hom • Maurice Hood • Amelia Hurtado • Kourvahcia Jackson • Julian Jimenez • Deborah Johnson • Judy Johnson • Carol Keane • Paul Kearney • Sunshine Kinder • Donna Kirven • Bud Lake • Scott Lansier • Steven Lassat • Kathy Leahy • Dorothy Lee • Ernie Leopold • Tracy Lewis • Ro Lietz • Ginger Littleton • Makiah Long • Paul Longnuir • Darien Louie • Andre Lozano • Steacy Luceschi • Lupe Lucero • Danae Lui • Diane Madden • Mary Madden • Becky Manning • Gloria Martin • Kathy Martin • Curtis McAdams • Renee McCarty • Don McKnight • Ashley McLenann • Kimberly Mercer • Kathy Middleton • Karen Miguel • Blanche Millikan • Shauniece Mitchell • Josie Monaghan • Jan Montanye • Selma Moore • Thomas Morris • Brian Mulholland • Terry Murphy • Rachelle Norton • Gerald Olivas • Susan Passero • Alysia Perkins • Jeannine Polite • Daffany Popejoy • Danielle Prenot • Marcus Prenot • Lori Purdy • Patricia Redd • Maria Rigazio • Alex Riggs • Kenny Robinson • Kent Romanoff • Walter Ruehlig • Joleen Sanders • Sharon Sauter • Brian Scrip • Mary Ann Shattuck • Trish Shattuck • Suzette Shelby • Denise Siliciani • Nicholas Silva • Mike Smith • Sharon Smith • Mary Lee Sprague • Dian Stallings • Bruce Stann • David Stanfield • Betty Stokes • Lisa Suchon • Robin Teixeira • Rene Tucker • Patricia Turner • Raquel Vargas • Cynthia Virgen • Joey Vogel • Steve Wallace • Catherine Warren • Kim Weaver • Joan Wetzel • Gwen White • Maureen Wilhelm • Alma Williams • Danny Williams • Rosemary Williams • Amelia Wood • Dara Yam • Melissa Zaragoza
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Xochil Rodriguez, above, knew she wanted something better for herself and her family. But having spent the previous five years in retail, she didn’t know what else to do. The all-night retail hours were bad and the close to minimum wage pay was worse, but Xochil lacked the skills and confidence she needed to start heading down a career path.

She heard about Opportunity Junction through CalWORKs. Once she was accepted, Xochil was overwhelmed by the support and assistance of everyone who worked there. Not long after she started, her family had a housing crisis when the house she was renting went into foreclosure. “Natalie [Georgia, Manager of Personal Development] was incredible while helping me find a place to live. She helped me find lists of homes to rent while also connecting me to other resources,” Xochil remembers.

Xochil used her new poise to earn a position as an Administrative Assistant with Jim Lanter State Farm Insurance. Although she began with administrative duties, Xochil has since learned more about the field and passed her insurance exams to expand her new career.

Our Programs

**Job Training and Placement**: Combining computer training, life skills, case management, counseling, paid experience, career counseling, placement assistance, and alumni services including one-to-one mentoring, this program prepares participants for administrative careers leading to self-sufficiency. 83% of those who complete the internship leave with jobs averaging more than $13 an hour, and 80% of them are still employed 18 months later.

**DataWorks**: DataWorks is the business that provides work experience to Job Training and Placement Participants. Clients contract with us for high-quality, low-cost services such as temporary staffing and data entry.

**Technology Center**: The Technology Center helps to bridge the digital divide as well as the language divide by providing free computer access and help, classes in English as a Second Language and Computer Basics. Volunteer trainers and a credentialed Pittsburg Adult Education teacher provide classes and assist learners Monday-Thursday evenings.

**Do-It-Yourself Tax Assistance**: Job Training and Placement alumni help low-income workers file their own income taxes and receive the Earned Income Tax Credit and other credits, using the I-CAN eFile web interface developed by Legal Aid of Orange County and championed by Maria Shriver.

Opportunity Junction

fights poverty by helping low-income adults gain the skills and confidence to support themselves and their families. We are a 501(c)(3) organization with Tax ID 68-0459131. Copies of our IRS Form 990s are available at guidestar.org, at our website at opportunityjunction.org, and at our offices.

3102 Delta Fair Blvd., Antioch, CA 94509 • phone (925) 776-1133 • fax (925) 776-1131